
Life Insurance Policy

Absolutely! Permanent life insurance is 
indeed considered an asset.
Cash value life insurance is indeed considered 
an asset, whereas term life insurance is not.

Is Life Insurance Truly an Asset?

When structured appropriately, permanent life 
insurance can accumulate cash value over time, 
accessed through policy loans or withdrawals.
 This cash value can be a financial asset, providing 
liquidity and potentially generating returns
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Benefits of Taking Life Insurance as an Asset 
Class

Life insurance payouts are tax-free when received directly 
by your beneficiary.
This is significant because it ensures your beneficiary 
receives the full death benefit without income tax 
deductions.

Whole life insurance functions as an asset where the cash 
value grows without immediate taxation.
A well-designed whole-life policy ensures guaranteed cash 
value growth, and you might not face taxes on this growth if 
you choose to access it through policy loans.

When you borrow from your life insurance policy, you're 
tapping into your cash value, which acts as collateral. 
Good news: according to the Internal Revenue Code, policy 
loans don't count as taxable income.

1. Tax-Free Death Benefit

2. Tax-Deferred Growth of Cash Value

3. Policy Loans Without Tax Worries

Cash value life insurance offers an extra layer of security by 
shielding your assets. 
Many states provide creditor protection, safeguarding your 
policy's cash value from potential claims or judgments.

4. Asset Protection with Life Insurance
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Life Insurance Policies

Term life insurance operates as a 
straightforward insurance policy, 
providing a death benefit without 

accumulating any cash value.

Unlike term life, permanent life 
insurance builds cash value over 
time, making it an asset that can 

appreciate in value.

Term life insurance. Permanent Life Insurance.

Final Thoughts

Permanent policies like whole life insurance are considered assets 
due to their ability to accumulate cash value, which grows tax-
deferred.
This cash value can be accessed through loans or withdrawals, 
boosting one's financial well-being. This resonates with Robert 
Kiyosaki's asset definition, which focuses on generating income.
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